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course organisation
• All information is on the website:

http://www-users.york.ac.uk/~dj757/popgenomics/popgenomics_index.html

• Classes are from 9.00 am to 5.30 pm each day.
• Except on Wednesday afternoon: we will visit the historic site of Fasil Ghebbi

• You will each be assigned to a group.
• This is so we can discuss topics with your group and a tutor

• On Friday afternoon each group will make a presentation to show some of the things they 
have learned. 
• So save command lines, and plots etc for this presentation.
• Each person should contribute to this presentation.

• Most of the time in this course you will be doing data analysis.

http://www-users.york.ac.uk/~dj757/popgenomics/popgenomics_index.html


workshops
Workshop 1. Analysis of low throughput sequence data and phylogeny creation

Workshop 2. Introduction to linux and servers

Workshop 3. Short read data analysis: quality control, sequence trimming, read 

alignment and samtools

Workshop 4. Calling and filtering SNPs and indels

Workshop 5. Describing genomic diversity using summary statistics and allele 

frequencies

Workshop 6. Analysis of population structure



lectures
Lecture 1. Introduction to genomics (DJ)

Lecture 2. Introduction to next generation and third generation sequencing 
(PA)

Lecture 3. Processing NGS data files and file processing (SF)

Lecture 4. Principles of population genomics (DJ)

Lecture 5. Principles of genetic variants and variant calling (DJ)



Lecture 1

Introduction to genomics



Overview
What is a genome?
The combined set of all DNA that an organism 
has, including chromosomes, mitochondrial, 
plastid/apicoplast and plasmids (viruses) etc.

What does it ‘do’?
Genomes contain functional units that have 
various functions (or have various effects on 
cell biology). Including protein-coding genes, 
non-coding RNA genes, promoters, enhancers, 
introns. 

They also contain parasitic elements like 
transposons & retroviruses.



The influence of genomics on biology

Genomes are a molecular ‘parts list’ for the species. 

Genomics allows us to describe the 
entire gene set of any species.

This is like a molecular ‘parts list’ for 
the species. 

This has an enormous effect on 
molecular biology, medicine, plant 
biology, microbiology and 
biotechnology. 

Many things we now do routinely were 
challenging, expensive and/or 
impossible without genomes:

e.g. cloning a gene.



• Cell biology has been transformed
• Many techniques use next generation sequencing (mainly Illumina) to understand cell and 

organismal function.
• RNA seq (to examine expression patterns and changes)
• ChipSeq (to tell us where transcription factors bind)
• Chromosome conformation capture (3C) (to analyse the spatial organization of chromatin in a 

cell)
• Evolutionary biology/molecular ecology has been transformed

• Comparative genomics: using all the genomes we have, we can now compare entire 
genomes, and examine what genes have changed over time, and how fast it has changed.

• Population genomics: by comparing individuals within a species we can locate new events of 
rapid selection, uncover migrations from the distant past, and do other amazing things – like 
estimate population sizes backwards though time.

• Metagenomics: allows us to characterise the members of entire ecosystems
• Even ecosystems within our bodies (human microbiomes)

Influence of genomics on biology



Discovering a ‘complete genome’
1. DNA extraction
Time: days

2. Sequencing
These days usually with a combination of short and long reads.
Time: weeks/months

3. Assembly
Putting all the sequence ‘reads’ together into contigs, scaffolds, 
or chromosomes.
Time: weeks/months

4. Annotation
Marking where the genes and other functional elements are.

Time: years



Discovering a ‘complete genome’



Uses for genomes
• One-genome genomic analysis

• Molecular biology
• RNA-seq
• Chip-Seq

• Multiple-genome genomic analysis
• Comparative genomics
• Population genomics
• Metagenomics



molecular biology
Zoom into cdc28
Add tracks



molecular biology

cdc28 gene page
With tell us a lot more about this one gene



Population genomics
What is population genomics?

• Population genetics is the study of genetic variation within species.
• Population genomics does the same, using whole genome data.
• Population genomics:

• Is more challenging data to gather, more expensive, more 
challenging to analyse

• Genome-scale data produces a more comprehensive picture

• Demography (population size, migration, population structuring)

• Natural selection (purifying, adaptive, balancing)



Population genomics
What we can find out from population genomics

• Demography
• Estimates of population size
• Estimates of population size though time (backwards only!)
• Population structure (which individuals are more/less closely related)
• Migration and ‘gene flow’ between populations (also past migration)
• Inbreeding/outbreeding rates

• Selection
• Which regions of the genome are subject to strong purifying (negative) selection 

• functional analysis of genomes
• Recent/ongoing events of adaptation (positive selection)

• Quantitative genetics
• GWAS: which alleles contribute to traits?

Demography, selection and quantitative genetics are intimately related.



Population genomics
Variants tend to remain within 
their original population

One	population

Another	population

• When people, animals, plants or microbes travel, they carry their 
DNA with them.

• Every individual carries its history within its DNA
• Because we know the ‘rules’ (mutation, drift, recombination) 

population movements can be modelled
• Because populations can have small contributions from 

one/other populations, this can’t always be drawn on a 
phylogenetic tree.

Busby 2016



Population genomics

Busby 2016



Population genomics

We are, right now, close to our original home.



• Allows us to examine all transcripts produced in a 
cell/tissue. 

• Exact (nucleotide level resolution)
• Contains splice information. 
• Quantifiable (with read counts)
• Has high dynamic range (detecting very rare 

transcripts and very abundant transcripts).

Wilhelm 2008

sequence. The remaining reads either mapped to repeated sequences
or were of poor quality. RNA expression levels determined from
sequence-read numbers strongly correlated with those determined
from hybridization signals, indicating that sequencing provides
quantitative data on transcript levels (Fig. 1a).

The 5% of transcripts present at the lowest steady-state levels in
rapidly proliferating cells12 accumulated ,777 sequence-read hits
and 94.9% coverage on average, indicating that the transcriptome
was sampled deeply enough to detect even genes with low expression
levels. We modelled sequencing depth for rapidly proliferating cells:
given the expression scores for all annotated genes, the model pre-
dicts that 99% of these genes have .50% sequence-read coverage
(Supplementary Fig. 1). In agreement with this prediction, we
obtained .50% sequence-read coverage for 99.3% of all annotated
genes. The 41 genes with ,50% coverage included 20 transposon-
related long terminal repeats and 13 dubious genes or pseudogenes
(Supplementary Table 2). Using cDNA microarrays, only 80–90% of
genes yield measurable signals in proliferating cells14, whereas the
remaining genes are only highly expressed under specific conditions
such as meiosis or stress15,16. These data suggest that the sequencing
approach is sensitive enough to detect basal ‘transcriptional noise’
from genes that are not actively expressed.

As expected, intergenic regions were hit by fewer sequence reads
than coding regions (Figs 1b and 2a). However, we obtained sequence
data from ,94% and .99% of the nuclear and mitochondrial
genomes, respectively, suggesting that almost the entire genome is

transcribed to some degree, consistent with the considerable overlap
and complexity among different transcripts reported for other eukar-
yotes9. Reverse transcription followed by polymerase chain reaction
(RT–PCR) controls verified that even intergenic regions with poor
sequence-read coverage reflect expressed RNAs rather than technical
noise from spurious sequences (Supplementary Fig. 2). Thus, our
sequence data provide direct evidence for widespread transcription;
it has been suggested that as much as 90% of all RNA polymerase II
(Pol II) initiation events represent transcriptional noise17. Taken
together, unlike for hybridization-based approaches, sequencing
appears to produce little or no background noise, and the dynamic
range of detected transcripts is only limited by sequencing depth.

To verify and compare the sequence data with an established plat-
form, we used Affymetrix chips containing 25-mer probes tiled at
,20-nucleotide intervals across both strands of the S. pombe
genome. We interrogated transcriptomes under a wide range of con-
ditions (Supplementary Table 1), thus independently sampling gene
expression at lower resolution but with strand-specific information
(Fig. 2a).

The combined sequence and hybridization data revealed hundreds
of novel transcribed regions. To distinguish between separate tran-
scripts and extensions to known gene structures, we analysed tiling-
chip data from a prp2 splicing-factor mutant18 along with sequence
‘trans-reads’ spanning unannotated splice junctions (Figs 2a and 3d).
Combined with manual curation, these analyses helped to refine
annotated gene structures, including 75 revisions of protein-coding
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Figure 2 | Analyses of novel transcripts. a, Plot depicting numbers of
sequence reads (log-scale, black) and tiling-chip hybridization signals (log2,
red) across the genomic region indicated in the centre (coordinates in kb) for
forward (top) and reverse (bottom) strands. The sequence data are not
strand-specific. A novel non-coding transcript (dark blue) containing an
intron (green) is indicated in the middle. The nine trans-reads across the
exon–exon junction are indicated as broken blue bars. b, Tiling-chip
hybridization signals (in which the strength of colour reflects the signal-
distribution quartile) across the genomic region shown in the centre for

forward (top) and reverse (bottom) strands, with rows reflecting ten
experimental conditions (Supplementary Table 1). Rapid proliferation was
sampled in rich (YE) and minimal (MM) media. Blue bar, novel meiosis-
specific transcript; red bar, alternate meiosis-specific 59 UTR. c, Hierarchical
clustering of non-coding and anti-sense transcripts by their tiling-chip
expression scores across multiple conditions as in b. d, Average Pol II
occupancy across coding regions for genes with lowest to highest mRNA
levels (grey to black via red to yellow shades). The average profile of the novel
transcripts is shown as a thick blue line.
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transcriptome data from RNA-Seq is 
superior to array-based data.

RNA-seq



• Most gene annotations use comparative genomics: 
by locating a gene in one species that has 
homology to another gene of interest.

• Comparative genomics uses multiple 
assembled genomes to identify conserved, 
and/or rapidly changing regions

• Highly conserved regions are generally important. 
• Rapidly changing regions are often targets of 

evolutionary change

Since only a few of the non-exonic CEs appear to encode
proteins, another possibility is that they encode structured, non-
protein-coding RNAs (ncRNAs). Only 239 of the 16,649 CEs in P.
falciparum (1.4%) overlap previously discovered ncRNAs [19,20],
including exonic antisense ncRNAs. However it is possible that
there are many more, as yet undiscovered ncRNAs in these
genomes. To investigate this we scored each CE with the structural
RNA predictor RNAz [21], controlling for false positives by

comparing to scores for simulated alignments, generated using
SISSIz [22]. The RNAz algorithm predicted significantly higher
support vector probabilities (the probability that an element is a
ncRNA) for both exonic CEs and non-exonic CEs than for the
simulated alignments (Mann-Whitney tests, P,2.2610216 and
P = 1.7061027), indicating that some encode genuine structural
RNAs. Using the conservative threshold of RNAz support vector
probability .0.95, and taking the false discovery rate into account,

Figure 1. Genome-wide alignment of Plasmodium species. A) Summary of genome data in the context of Plasmodium phylogeny. Branch
lengths are generated using the HKY85 model of full alignment, an approximate scale bar of 0.1 substitutions/site is shown. The three main clades are
labelled according the mammalian hosts; R (rodent-infecting), P (primate-infecting, human P. vivax, human/macaque P. knowlesi), A (ape-infecting,
human P. falciparum, chimpanzee P. reichenowi). * The P. reichenowi genome was generated from read alignments to P. falciparum, we assume a
genome of ,23 Mb. B) Alignment quality in a selected alignment block. At the top of the figure, the yellow boxes show conserved elements (CEs)
$25 nt predicted by GERP, grey boxes and lines show annotated exons and introns for P. falciparum, P. knowlesi and P. yoelii (upper, middle and
lower respectively). Below, the grey peaks shows the GERP score over a sliding window of 25 nt (higher GERP scores indicate stronger evidence for
conservation). The red and blue lines indicate the percentage of the window that contains aligned nucleotides (i.e.: not gaps) and the percentage
identity of the alignment, both over a 1000 nt window.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001099.g001

Selective Forces on Malaria Parasite Genomes

PLoS Genetics | www.plosgenetics.org 3 September 2010 | Volume 6 | Issue 9 | e1001099

Nygaard 2010

Reference Vertebrate Genomes Project
The Vertebrate Genomes Project (VGP) aims to generate 
near error-free reference genome assemblies of all 66,000 
extant vertebrate species.
www.genome10k.soe.ucsc.edu/about/

Comparative genomics

http://www.genome10k.soe.ucsc.edu/about/


Nature Reviews | Genetics
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Figure 1 | Overview of a ChIP–seq experiment. Using chromatin immunoprecipitation 
(ChIP) followed by massively parallel sequencing, the specific DNA sites that interact 
with transcription factors or other chromatin-associated proteins (non-histone ChIP) 
and sites that correspond to modified nucleosomes (histone ChIP) can be profiled. The 
ChIP process enriches the crosslinked proteins or modified nucleosomes of interest 
using an antibody specific to the protein or the histone modification. Purified DNA can 
be sequenced on any of the next-generation platforms12. The basic concepts are similar 
for different platforms: common adaptors are ligated to the ChIP DNA and clonally 
clustered amplicons are generated. The sequencing step involves the enzyme-driven 
extension of all templates in parallel. After each extension, the fluorescent labels that 
have been incorporated are detected through high-resolution imaging. On the 
Illumina Solexa Genome Analyzer (bottom left), clusters of clonal sequences are 
generated by bridge PCR, and sequencing is performed by sequencing-by-synthesis. 
On the Roche 454 and Applied Biosystems (ABI) SOLiD platforms (bottom middle), 
clonal sequencing features are generated by emulsion PCR and amplicons are 
captured on the surface of micrometre-scale beads. Beads with amplicons are then 
recovered and immobilized to a planar substrate to be sequenced by pyrosequencing 
(for the 454 platform) or by DNA ligase-driven synthesis (for the SOLiD platform). On 
single-molecule sequencing platforms such as the HeliScope by Helicos (bottom right), 
fluorescent nucleotides incorporated into templates can be imaged at the level of 
single molecules, which makes clonal amplification unnecessary.

Heterochromatin
A region of highly compact 
chromatin. Constitutive 
heterochromatin is largely 
composed of repetitive DNA.

ChIP–seq the genome coverage is not limited by the rep-
ertoire of probe sequences fixed on the array. This is par-
ticularly important for the analysis of repetitive regions 
of the genome, which are typically masked out on arrays. 
Studies involving heterochromatin or microsatellites, for 

instance, can be done much more effectively by ChIP–seq.  
Sequence variations within repeat elements can be 
captured by sequencing and used to map reads to the 
genome; unique sequences that flank repeats are also 
helpful in aligning the reads to the genome. For exam-
ple, only 48% of the human genome is non-repetitive, but 
80% is mappable with 30 bp reads and 89% is mappable 
with 70 bp reads38.

All profiling technologies produce unwanted  
artefacts, and ChIP–seq is no exception. Although 
sequencing errors have been reduced substantially as 
the technology has improved, they are still present, 
especially towards the end of each read. This problem 
can be ameliorated by improvements in alignment algo-
rithms (see below) and computational analysis. There is 
also bias towards GC-rich content in fragment selection, 
both in library preparation and in amplification before 
and during sequencing14,39, although notable improve-
ments have been made recently. In addition, when an 
insufficient number of reads is generated, there is loss of 
sensitivity or specificity in detection of enriched regions. 
There are also technical issues in performing the experi-
ment, such as loading the correct amount of sample: too 
little sample will result in too few tags; too much sample 
will result in fluorescent labels that are too close to one 
another, and therefore lower quality data.

However, the main disadvantage with ChIP–seq 
is its current cost and availability. Several groups have 
successfully developed and applied their own proto-
cols for library construction, which has lowered that 
cost substantially. But the overall cost of ChIP–seq, 
which includes machine depreciation and reagent cost, 
will have to be lowered further for it to be comparable 
with the cost of ChIP–chip in every case. For high- 
resolution profiling of an entire large genome, ChIP–seq 
is already less expensive than ChIP–chip, but depend-
ing on the genome size and the depth of sequencing 
needed, a ChIP–chip experiment on carefully selected 
regions using a customized microarray may yield as 
much biological understanding. The recent decrease in 
sequencing cost per base pair has not affected ChIP–seq 
as substantially as other applications, as the decrease 
has come as much from increased read lengths as 
from the number of sequenced fragments. The gain in  
the fraction of reads that can be uniquely aligned to the 
genome decreases noticeably after ~25–35 bp and is 
marginal beyond 70–100 nucleotides40. However, as the 
cost of sequencing continues to decline and institutional 
support for sequencing platforms continues to grow,  
ChIP–seq is likely to become the method of choice for 
nearly all ChIP experiments in the near future.

Issues in experimental design
Antibody quality. The value of any ChIP data, includ-
ing ChIP–seq data, depends crucially on the quality of 
the antibody used. A sensitive and specific antibody will 
give a high level of enrichment compared with the back-
ground, which makes it easier to detect binding events. 
Many antibodies are commercially available, and some 
are noted as ChIP grade, but the quality of different anti-
bodies is highly variable and can also vary among batches 
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• Chip-Seq involves sequencing DNA fragments that are bound to a DNA-binding protein in 
a cell/tissue.

• It allows us to describe what genes are affected (induced/repressed) by the a DNA-
binding protein.

10,220,000 10,225,000 10,230,000

31,200,000 31,220,000 31,240,000 31,260,000

Nature Reviews | Genetics
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Figure 2 | ChIP profiles. a | Examples of the profiles generated by chromatin immunopre-
cipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP–seq) or by microarray (ChIP–chip). Shown is a 
section of the binding profiles of the chromodomain protein Chromator, as measured  
by ChIP–chip (unlogged intensity ratio; blue) and ChIP–seq (tag density; red) in the 
Drosophila melanogaster S2 cell line. The tag density profile obtained by ChIP–seq 
reveals specific positions of Chromator binding with higher spatial resolution and 
sensitivity. The ChIP–seq input DNA (control experiment) tag density is shown in grey for 
comparison. b | Examples of different types of ChIP–seq tag density profiles in human T 
cells. Profiles for different types of proteins and histone marks can have different types of 
features, such as: sharp binding sites, as shown for the insulator binding protein CTCF 
(CCCTC-binding factor; red); a mixture of shapes, as shown for RNA polymerase II 
(orange), which has a sharp peak followed by a broad region of enrichment; medium size 
broad peaks, as shown for histone H3 trimethylated at lysine 36 (H3K36me3; green), 
which is associated with transcription elongation over the gene; or large domains, as 
shown for histone H3 trimethylated at lysine 27 (H3K27me3; blue), which is a repressive 
mark that is indicative of Polycomb-mediated silencing. BPIL2, bactericidal/permeability-
increasing protein-like 2; FBXO7, F box only 7; NPC1, Niemann-Pick disease, type C1; 
Pros35, proteasome 35 kDa subunit; SYN3, synapsin III. Data for part b are from REF. 25.

also informative, as this ratio corresponds to the fraction 
of nucleosomes with the particular modification at that 
location, averaged over all the cells assayed.

One of the difficulties in conducting a ChIP–seq con-
trol experiment is the large amount of sequencing that 
may be necessary. For input DNA and bulk nucleosomes, 
many of the sequenced tags are spread evenly across the  
genome. To obtain accurate estimates throughout  
the genome, sufficient numbers of tags are needed at 
each point; otherwise fold enrichment at the peaks will 
result in large errors due to sampling bias. Therefore, the 
total number of tags to be sequenced is potentially very 
large. Alternatively, it is possible to avoid sequencing a 
control sample if one is only interested in differential 
binding patterns between conditions or time points and 
if the variation in chromatin preparations is small.

Depth of sequencing. One crucial difference between 
ChIP–chip and ChIP–seq is that the number of tiling 
arrays that is used in a ChIP–chip experiment is fixed 
regardless of the protein or modification of interest, 
whereas the number of fragments that is sequenced in 
a ChIP–seq experiment is determined by the investiga-
tor. In published ChIP–seq experiments, a single lane 
of the Illumina Genome Analyzer was the basic unit of 
sequencing. When it was introduced, a single lane gen-
erated 4–6 million reads before alignment but, owing to 
improvements in the system, a single lane now gener-
ates 8–15 million reads or more. Given the cost of each 
experiment, many early data sets contained reads from 
a single lane regardless of what the specific experiment 
was. Intuitively, one expects that when a large number 
of binding sites are present in the genome for a DNA-
binding protein or when a histone modification covers 
a large fraction of the genome, a correspondingly large 
number of tags will be needed to cover each bound 
region at the same tag density. One reasonable crite-
rion for determining sufficient sequencing depth would 
be that the results of a given analysis do not change 
when more reads are obtained. In terms of the number  
of binding sites, this criterion translates to the presence of  
a ‘saturation point’ after which no further binding sites 
are discovered with additional reads.

The issue of saturation points has been examined 
in a recent paper through simulation studies48. In three 
example data sets, a reference set of sites was generated 
based on the full set of sequencing reads in each case. 
Then, a wide range of different read counts was sampled 
from the complete data set, with multiple random selec-
tions for each sample size. Binding sites were determined 
for each sample with a threshold probability (p value), 
and the results for each sample size were averaged. The 
fraction of the reference set that was recovered as a func-
tion of the number of reads is shown in FIG. 3A. If there 
was a saturation point, the number of sites found would 
increase up to a certain point and then plateau, which 
would indicate that the rate at which new sites were 
being discovered had slowed down to the point where 
any further increase in the number of reads would be 
inefficient at yielding new sites. When the simulation 
was performed, however, the results indicated that 
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Park (2009) ChIP-seq: Advantages and challenges of a 
maturing technology. 10, 669–680 (2009).

Chip-seq



• Metagenomics allows us to identify and quantify the microbial members of a 
community

• Usually, this is by PCR-targeted sequencing of the ribosomal DNA
• De novo assembly of metagenomic DNA is possible
• Analysis of metagenomic RNA (mostly ribosomal RNA) gives a picture of 

community gene expression

The human microbiome has been extensively 
studied. It appears to have a large influence on 
heath, and be an indicator (and sometimes 
cause) of health/disease.

Metagenomics



Storing and viewing genome data

Sequence databases

Genome browsers



Storing and viewing genome data
Genome browsers

• Vast amounts of information is associated with a genome, 
augmenting the raw sequence

• Genome browsers allow many layers of information to be displayed 
cleanly

• All model organisms have at least one genome browser and/or gene 
data base

• Many (but not all) fully sequenced non-model species have genome 
browsers

• Some gene data bases are manually ‘curated’, most are not.



other genome browsers

UCSC human, mouse & others ensembl human & many others

TriTrypDB
Trypanosomatidae, 
including organisms in 
both Leishmania and
Trypanosoma genera.



Storing and viewing genome data
The main DNA sequence databases are:

The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), USA 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/guide/all/

DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ), Japan
https://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/index-e.html

European Nucleotide Archive, UK
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena

All these databases collaborate as part of the International Nucleotide 
Sequence Database Collaboration. 

The data in these three databases is synchronized every day.
http://www.insdc.org/

• These databases store 
both raw sequence data 
(reads) and assembled & 

annotated genomes.

• It is free and relatively easy 
to download and for your 

own analysis.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/guide/all/
https://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/index-e.html
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena
http://www.insdc.org/


Storing and viewing genome data
There are many other sequence databases. Some prominent ones are:

• For protein sequences (mostly inferred from DNA sequences of genes)
Uniprot https://www.uniprot.org/ (see also: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UniProt)
PFAM https://pfam.xfam.org/
CATH http://www.cathdb.info/
SCOP http://scop2.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/
Protein Data Bank (PDB) three-dimensional structural data 
http://www.wwpdb.org/

• For gene expression data (eg: RNA-seq)
• Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO, at NCBI), https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gds
• ArrayExpress https://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/

https://www.uniprot.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UniProt
https://pfam.xfam.org/
http://www.cathdb.info/
http://scop2.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/
http://www.wwpdb.org/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gds
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/


Questions?


